Hello! I’m Paul and I’m a designer and innovation consultant.
6,000 academic staff
18,500 students
114 libraries
8m volumes in the University Library
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Academic Libraries face a perfect storm.
Consumer technology is driving the **expectations** of both students and faculty.
The library is a natural home for an institutions eLearning platform, MOOC and the material it contains.
Open Access represents a seismic shift that publishers will not be able to continue to resist.
“To invent a future that doesn't exist, you really have to understand what people are doing today and completely reimagine it”

– Bill Burnett: executive director of the design program at d.school, Stanford.
Innovation is driven by design research not market research.
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Mike S
David, 20

“Being president of my JCR will help get me a job at a top firm”

Katrina, 20

“I don’t know how people even find time…”

Matías, 20

“I want to do well, but I want to enjoy my life here too.”
Many students prefer the **control** of studying in their room.
A student’s perception of distance is based on their ‘student triangle.’
The location & distribution of facilities form 3 major hubs.
The physical act of writing notes **augments** the studying process.
“The reason there are still sharks around is that sharks are better at being sharks than anything else is.”

– Douglas Adams, author of hitchhiker’s guide to the galaxy.
Students use eBooks to augment the printed book.
I want to be the expert that people want to be the expert
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Shares her experience widely

Actively seeks new technologies
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Faculty members wear lots of different hats.
It’s difficult for academics to actively progress research during term time.
Research groups have a particular **dynamic**.
6 Strategic Themes

1. The transition from physical to digital
2. Library spaces
3. Sustainable classic library services
4. Supporting research and scholarly communications
5. Making Special Collections more available
6. Service Discovery
The transition from physical to digital.
Sustainable classic library services.
Supporting research and scholarly communications.
Making special collections more available.
Service discovery.
MODERN HUMAN.

We use human-centred design to help businesses invent their future. We’re a design practice & innovation consultancy. Find out more at http://modernhuman.co
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